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Familiar to everyone here (light-quark connected only) 
jµ is the EM current [isospin limit]

HVP contribution to muon g-2 [Blum, 2003, Lautrup et al., 1971]

+
Using lattice QCD and continuum, 1-volume pQED

aµ(HVP) =
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f (q2) is known, ⇧̂(q2) is subtracted HVP, ⇧̂(q2) = ⇧(q2)� ⇧(0), computed directly
on Euclidean space-time lattice
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in Euclidean space of the leading and next-to-leading finite-
volume corrections to the HVP contribution to the muon
g ! 2. Section III presents our results and comparison to
other calculations. In Sec. IV we give a summary of this
work and discuss implications for future work and the
important upcoming comparison with experiment. The
appendix reports details of the next-to-next-to-leading
order (NNLO) chiral perturbation theory calculation.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Using lattice QCD and continuum, infinite-volume
(perturbative) QED, one can calculate the HVP contribu-
tion to the muon anomalous magnetic moment [8–10],
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m! is the muon mass, and !̂"q2# is the subtracted HVP,
!̂"q2# ! !"q2# ! !"0#, computed directly on a Euclidean
space-time lattice from the Fourier transform of the vector
current two-point function,
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Z
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j!"x# !
X
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j!"x# is the electromagnetic (EM) current, and Qi is the
quark electric charge in units of the electron charge e (the
sum is over active flavors). The form in the second equation
is dictated by Lorentz and gauge symmetries.
In the following it is convenient to use the time-

momentum representation [11], which results from

interchanging the order of the Fourier transform and
momentum integrals in Eqs. (4) and (1), respectively.
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where C"t# is the Euclidean time correlation function,
averaged over spatial directions, and Eq. (1) becomes

aHVP! "T# !
XT=2

t!!T=2
w"t#C"t# ! 2

XT=2

t!0

w"t#C"t#: "10#

T is the temporal size of the lattice, and aHVP! is obtained in
the limit T ! ". We have anticipated the use of the lattice
with a discrete version of Eq. (10). The weight w"t# is
sometimes modified by replacing the continuum Euclidean
momentum squared with its lattice version [3],
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Note the double subtraction [11–13] in the cosine term in
Eq. (7): t2=2 cancels !"0# “configuration-by-configura-
tion” while the leading finite size correction is killed by the
“!1”. The latter arises since !!#"q2# does not vanish as
q2 ! 0 when the time extent of the lattice is finite [11], but
instead leads to a thermal electric susceptibility. In fact such
terms are not constrained by the Ward-Takahashi identity,
which in infinite volume leads to Eq. (5) and are allowed by
the lattice symmetries [11,13].

A. Finite-volume chiral perturbation theory

In this section, we consider the calculation of finite-
volume effects in aHVP! to two loops, or NNLO in ChPT,

FIG. 1. The quark-connected (left) and disconnected (right) diagrams contributing to the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to
the muon anomaly.
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Time-momentum representation 
[Bernecker & Meyer, EPJA 47, 148]



• Finite-volume effects can be significant even on large 
volumes (L~6 fm, mπ ~ physical)

• These long-distance effects can be largely corrected for 
using Chiral Perturbation Theory

• Can’t extract g-2 with ChPT — calculate difference 
between the infinite-volume and the FV result

• Have done so with full staggered ChPT (shown) to NNLO

NNLO FINITE VOLUME
CORRECTIONS

with the aim of correcting our lattice result for aHVP! for
finite-volume effects. With our pion masses near the
physical value, it is safe to assume that even at NNLO
the most significant finite-volume correction comes from
pion loops, and we can thus restrict our calculation to
isospin-symmetric two-flavor ChPT.
There are two possible strategies for doing this. One

is to first carry out a continuum extrapolation, and using
results from continuum ChPT to correct for finite-
volume effects. The other is to correct the results at
each lattice spacing, to obtain infinite-volume results at
fixed lattice spacing. As we are using staggered fer-
mions, the second strategy requires the use of staggered
ChPT (SChPT) [14,15]. If all our ensembles were at the
same pion mass and volume, the two methods should
yield equivalent results. However, both the pion masses
and volumes of the three ensembles are slightly different
(cf. Table I). In this case, applying the finite-volume
correction at a fixed lattice spacing has the advantage
that this automatically corrects for the slightly different
volumes.1 While a full two-loop SChPT calculation is
outside the scope of this paper, it is easy to change the
next-to-leading order (NLO) continuum ChPT result into
a SChPT result; one only has to carry out a weighted
average over the different taste pion masses for a given
ensemble [13]. In practice, what we do is to first correct
the finite-volume lattice results for aHVP! using NLO
SChPT, then extrapolate to the continuum limit, after
which we apply the remaining NNLO continuum
ChPT correction. Because of the slight mistunings of
the pion masses and volumes, there is a systematic error
associated with this last step, but this systematic error
is much smaller than it would be if we were to
extrapolate to the continuum first, and then apply
NLO plus NNLO continuum ChPT to correct for
finite-volume effects.
While the vacuum polarization in finite volume to two

loops has been calculated before in momentum space
[18],2 we directly carry out the ChPT calculation of C!t",
defined in Eq. (8), in the time-momentum representation,

for t > 0, in a spatial volume of linear size L, with
periodic boundary conditions.3 This makes the calculation
somewhat simpler, because we do not have to consider
diagrams that lead to contributions proportional to "!t"
(which, in momentum space, correspond to contact
terms). Our result depends on only two low-energy
constants, F, the pion decay constant in the chiral limit,
and l6, which is an order-p4 low-energy constant
appearing in the EM current at this order.4

Of course, the ChPT expression for C!t" is only reliable
for large t, whileC!t" for all t > 0 is needed in the sum (8).5

However, as already observed in Ref. [13], finite-volume
effects are a long-distance effect, and one thus expects the
finite-volume correction to this correlation function to be
reliably estimated for all t > 0, so that we can, in fact,
estimate the finite-volume effect in aHVP! using ChPT. An
advantage is that this avoids using models to go beyond
NLO ChPT (which is the same as scalar QED), as was
proposed in Ref. [21]. As we see, the ChPT result for the
difference

!aHVP! # lim
L!!

aHVP! !L" " aHVP! !L" !12"

is indeed well defined6 in what follows.
The pion contribution to the EM current, to the order we

need, is given by7

j!!x" # i!#"!!#$ " #$!!#""
!
1 "

1

3F2
!!#0"2 $ 2#$#""

"

"
2il6

F2
!$!!!#$!$#" " !$#$!!#"": !13"

Working in Euclidean space, a relatively straightforward
calculation in the time-momentum representation yields the
result for C!t" to NNLO in the continuum limit as

TABLE I. Gauge field ensemble parameters [17]. LM is the number of low modes of the preconditioned Dirac operator. AMA srcs is
the number of approximate point-source propagators on each configuration which are spread uniformly over several time slices. The
number of exact point-source propagators per configuration is eight for each ensemble. The number of configurations used for
approximate, exact, and LMA measurements in this study are given in the last column.

m# (MeV) a (fm) Size L (fm) m#L LM AMA srcs Measurements (approx-exact LMA)

133 0.12121(64) 483 ! 64 5.82 3.91 3000 43 ! 4 26-26-26
130 0.08787(46) 643 ! 96 5.62 3.66 3000 43 ! 4 36-36-40
134 0.05684(30) 963 ! 192 5.46 3.73 2000 33 ! 8 22-22-23

1But not the slightly different pion masses [16].
2For recent work on finite-volume effects of order exp%"m#L&

not using ChPT, see Ref. [19].

3We take the time extent to be infinite.
4We use the notation and conventions of Ref. [20] for low-

energy constants.
5C!0" is not needed as the weight w!t" # t4 for small t.
6In general we define !f!L" # limL!! f!L" " f!L".
7There are contributions from other order-p4 low-energy

constants, but they do not appear in the result for C!t" after
mass renormalization.
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Above the sums over X,Y include the eight pion tastes for staggered quarks
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LATTICE DETAILS 
- CONFIGURATIONS

All (near) physical pion masses, HISQ ensembles generated by the MILC collaboration 
 

We use a combination of all-mode mode averaging 
and low-mode averaging

Old results

New results [no updated 0.12 fm results]

Have not yet combined old + new 643, 963 data

<latexit sha1_base64="XBK2S1QeMLb7UdQxgoT2YkQl9WY=">AAADSXicbVI7j9NAEF47PA7zykFBQbMi4mQay69sfN0JGpBy0iFI7qRsLtps1slyfmm9Roos/zgaGjo6aloaChCiYv1Ad9wxlndnvplvZnY0yyziubTtL5reu3b9xs2dW8btO3fv3e/vPpjmaSEom9A0SsXJkuQs4gmbSC4jdpIJRuJlxI6XZy9q//F7JnKeJm/lNmPzmKwTHnJKpIIWu9oCL9maJyURgmyrknZSGfECZxxDs8QihodsWj2Dewb5C4RxbcPxqVefF1FjDzZUOFaeBh0fVkrFA9yaNE3CvIJG55WCvLMwzFlmVRgbeFM/xXC8OrFtOa76TOTXxfygqTa0AlddnrXv1KBt2+pyEWwMlcHx7IZqB6NgZPqopiK/o6KWitA51UOmb9dBjtuw/ZY9RIFveo1jH3VsHzXsUW2hrrBrul7b3Xn3mCWrbqKL/kAlawReVZxOGRy8+fDq9NHX8dGi/xmvUlrELJE0Ink+c+xMzlU2yWnEKgMXalSEnpE1myk1ITHL52WzCRV8qpAVDFOh/kTCBr3IKEmc59t4qSJjIjf5ZV8N/s83K2QYzEueZIVkCW0LhUUEZQrrtYIrLhiV0VYphAqueoV0QwShUi2foYbgXH7yVWXqWs7Qsl+raTwHreyAx+AJMIEDRuAAvARHYAKo9lH7pv3Qfuqf9O/6L/13G6prHech+Ed6vT+11+p+</latexit>

m⇡ (MeV) a (fm) L3 L (fm) m⇡L LM # confs traj. sep.
133 0.12121(64) 483 5.82 3.91 4000 26 40
130 0.08787(46) 643 5.62 3.66 4000 36(40) 12
134 0.05684(30) 963 5.46 3.73 6000 22(23) 48



Compare summand for original 963 data vs. new data:

RESULTS

for each ensemble. Central values for a! are averages
over a suitable range where T is large enough for the
bounds to overlap but not so large that statistical
errors blow up. We average the upper and lower bounds

together over the ranges 2.7–3.2 fm for the 483

and 643 ensembles, and 2.6–2.8 fm for 963. The statistical
errors on the averages are computed using the jackknife
method.

FIG. 2. The summand in Eq. (10) for each ensemble in Table I
(from top, coarsest to finest). Total (red stars) refers to the sum in
Eq. (33). Also shown are the low-mode (black crosses) and AMA
(blue pluses) contributions. Odd-parity, excited state oscillations
intrinsic to staggered fermions are readily apparent.

FIG. 3. Bounding method for total contribution to the muon
anomaly, using the weighting function w. 483 (top), 643 (middle),
and 963 (bottom) ensembles. T=a is the time slice where C!t"
switches over from the calculated value to the analytic value
giving the upper (black crosses) or lower (red pluses) bound. The
blue shaded area indicates our averages.
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FV corrections for the window (x1010)

These corrections are NLO 
for the window method only 
(we also have the full NNLO 
corrections)

Intermediate window method

The first, dominant, error is statistical, while the rest are
systematic error estimates (in order of size): continuum
extrapolation, scale setting,9 and higher orders in ChPT.
The second equation gives the error by adding the indi-
vidual ones in quadrature.
The FNAL/MILC/HPQCD collaborations recently pro-

duced an update of their computation of the HVP con-
tribution [5], using the same physical mass HISQ
ensembles as those employed here (plus two additional
ones with a ! 0.15 fm), so it is particularly interesting to
compare our results with that work. Those authors use
different methods, including moments of local-local current
correlation functions and Padé approximants [31,32]. They
do not use LMA, instead relying on brute-force computa-
tions on 1000s of configurations to control statistical errors.
Because our computations are so different, consistency is a
significant test of these lattice computations. The values of
(uncorrected) light-quark connected contribution are given
in Table III of Ref. [5] for the three ensembles used in this
work. They find10 580(7), 605(7), and 608(14) in units of
10"10 compared to the values in the second column of
Table II, 562(8), 595(10), and 623(28). All of the errors just
quoted are statistical only, and comparable, except for the
963 ensemble. Since the lattice spacing errors in the valence
quark sector are different between the two calculations, the
above values need not agree precisely except in the
continuum and infinite-volume limits. The value quoted
in Eq. (3.2) of Ref. [5] is 630.1(8.3) which is consistent, but
somewhat smaller than, the value given in Eq. (34). The
authors of Ref. [5] also use a prior constraint on the
coefficient of the a2 term which reduces the uncertainty on
the continuum limit extrapolation. At closer inspection the
results on each ensemble are not so different either. The
points at 0.09 and 0.12 fm show similar behavior, and it
could be informative to obtain the point at 0.15 fm using
our method to better compare the overall a2 dependence.
The 0.06 fm points also agree well within (larger) statistical

errors. Finally, a significant part of the difference between
the values comes from the corrections beyond NLO ChPT:
ours is !8 ! 10"10, coming from NNLO ChPT, while their
model estimate varies from "4 ! 10"10 to "10 ! 10"10,
depending on the ensemble. Our result is consistent within
errors with other recent computations, as seen in Fig. 5.
However there is still a relatively large spread, with the
values on the low and high ends being incompatible with
each other.
To explore a more precise comparison with results from

other groups, we adopt the window method of Ref. [3],

aW! " 2
XT=2

t"0

C#t$w#t$#!#t; t0;"$ " !#t; t1;"$$ #35$

!#t; t0;"$ " 1

2
#1! tanh##t " t0$="$$; #36$

where t1 " t0 is the size of the window and " is a suitably
chosen width that smears out the window at either edge.
We choose windows to avoid both lattice artifacts at short

TABLE III. HVP contributions to the muon anomaly, in units of 10"10, including corrections computed in chiral perturbation theory.
The second column repeats the second column of Table II, the third column includes the finite-volume corrections of Eq. (25), while the
fourth column also includes the infinite-volume taste corrections of Eq. (26). The fifth column adjusts the values shown in the fourth
column to a common pion mass of 135 MeVusing NLO ChPT, as described in the text. Continuum extrapolated values of each column
are shown in the last row. The weighting function w has been used throughout.

a (fm) Lattice value FV corr. FV! taste corr: FV! taste!m" corr:

0.12121(64) 562.1(8.4) 564.2(8.4) 615.8(8.4) 613.6(8.4)
0.08787(46) 594.8(10.4) 601.7(10.4) 635.9(10.4) 630.2(10.4)
0.05684(30) 623.1(27.5) 638.7(27.5) 648.2(27.5) 647.1(27.5)
0 648.3(20.0) 657.9(20.0) 651.1(20.1)

FIG. 5. Contributions to the muon anomaly from the connected
light-quark vacuum polarization from recent publications [2]
(BMW), [3] (RBC/UKQCD), [4] (ETM), [5] (Fermilab/HPQCD/
MILC), [6] (Shintani and Kuramashi), [7] (Mainz).

9For the values of a given in Table I, we simply adopt the scale
setting error given in Table IV of [5].

10The errors given here are statistical only (private commu-
nication with the authors). In Table III of Ref. [5] the errors are
statistical and systematic, combined in quadrature.
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t0 = 0.4, t1 = 1.0 fm,  Δ=0.15

RESULTS
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m⇡5 taste-breaking m⇡

a Volume m⇡5(MeV) FV corr. FV corr. retuning total
0.06 963 134 0.727538 0.759853 �0.0687552 1.4186
0.09 643 130 0.697276 3.51669 �0.516077 3.6979
0.12 483 133 0.560572 7.99304 �0.21689 8.3367
0.15 323 133 1.24171 10.3470 �0.186605 11.4021



Updated 0.06 fm & 0.09 fm + 0.15 fm results

Difference in the lowest two results 
could be caused by autocorrelations, 
scale setting? (still studying)

With the FV corrections added in, 
our negative slope becomes positive, 
but “cleaner” remaining a2 effects? 

RESULTS

(a=0.12 fm result isn’t “new,” but is 
included in fits to the new data)

R-ratio courtesy of C. Lehner



A simple linear-in-a2 fit gives 
consistent results for the corrected 
vs. uncorrected data 

The uncorrected data does not 
show a2 scaling

Both fits are inconsistent with the R-ratio result

Does this mean the lattice result is inconsistent with the R-ratio?

RESULTS
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RESULTS
What if we include the R-ratio in the fits? Would the lattice result be consistent?

Simple quadratic fit gives mixed results.  
If we include the coarsest data point, the agreement with the R-ratio is not great 

(better than the linear fit)
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RESULTS What about a “perturbation-theory-inspired” fit?  
Polynomials are simple but not physically motivated [compare “old-school” chiral fits]

Expansions of quantities in a2 would have log(a2) terms which we could in principle calculate exactly [e.g., 
Husung, Marquard, Sommer , EPJC 80,  200 (2020)]

As a simple first step:
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SUMMARY & 
OUTLOOK

• All fits have p-values > 0.10

• Results are not inconsistent with each other or the R-ratio

• Important to simulate at smaller a to understand cutoff effects (the uncorrected data is evidence for this)

• To fully understand the FV effects, we are currently studying an a=0.15 fm lattice with 483 (as opposed to 
the 323 here) [thanks to CalLat]

• Thanks as always to the MILC collaboration for their lattices, as well as the many fruitful discussions from the 
g-2 theory initiative. 


